An Electrostatic Interaction at the Tetrahelix Bundle Promotes Phosphorylation-dependent Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR) Channel Opening*
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Background: ATP binding promotes CFTR channel opening by an unknown mechanism.
Results: Introducing like charges at positions 267 and 1060 in the opposing cytosolic loops that couple the nucleotide binding domains to the pore inhibits channel opening.
Conclusion: An electrostatic interaction across the cytosolic loop interface links ATP binding to CFTR opening.
Significance: This interaction may be a target for designing CFTR drugs.

The CFTR channel is an essential mediator of electrolyte transport across epithelial tissues. CFTR opening is promoted by ATP binding and dimerization of its two nucleotide binding domains (NBDs). Phosphorylation of its R domain (e.g. by PKA) is also required for channel activity. The CFTR structure is unsolved but homology models of the CFTR closed and open states have been produced based on the crystal structures of evolutionarily related ABC transporters. These models predict the formation of a tetrahelix bundle of intracellular loops (ICLs) during channel opening. Here we provide evidence that residues E267 in ICL2 and K1060 in ICL4 electrostatically interact at the interface of this predicted bundle to promote CFTR opening. Mutations or a thiol modifier that introduced like charges at these two positions substantially inhibited ATP-dependent channel opening. ATP-dependent activity was rescued by introducing a second site gain of function (GOF) mutation that was previously shown to promote ATP-dependent and ATP-independent opening (K978C). Conversely, the ATP-independent activity of the K978C GOF mutant was inhibited by charge-reversal mutations at positions 267 or 1060 either in the presence or absence of NBD2. The latter result indicates that this electrostatic interaction also promotes unliganded channel opening in the absence of ATP binding and NBD dimerization. Charge-reversal mutations at either position markedly reduced the PKA sensitivity of channel activation implying strong allosteric coupling between bundle formation and R domain phosphorylation. These findings support important roles of the tetrahelix bundle and the E267-K1060 electrostatic interaction in phosphorylation-dependent CFTR gating.

The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)3 anion channel is an essential mediator of electrolyte transport across the airways, gut, and exocrine glands. CFTR mutations that substantially reduce protein expression or channel activity cause cystic fibrosis, the most common recessive genetic disorder among Caucasians (1, 2). The basic factors that regulate CFTR channel opening and closing are well understood. In particular, channel opening is promoted by ATP binding to CFTR’s two nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) (3). Phosphorylation of its regulatory (R) domain by a cyclic-dependent protein kinase (e.g. PKA) is also required for channel activity (4, 5). ATP-induced dimerization of the NBDs appears to link ATP binding to subsequent conformational changes of the transmembrane domains (TMs) to promote channel opening. The majority of channel closings follow ATP hydrolysis at one of the two ATP binding sites (site 2) (6). Site 1 is catalytically inactive but binds ATP tightly; thus, most cycles of channel opening and closing are temporally linked to ATP binding and subsequent hydrolysis at site 2 (6–9). R domain phosphorylation controls channel gating by unknown mechanisms that may include regulating both NBD dimerization (10) and the conformations or flexibilities of the TMs (11, 12).

CFTR is a member of the large superfamily of ABC transporters that has provided initial clues about the structural basis of CFTR channel gating. Most ABC transporters are pumps that utilize the free energy released from ATP hydrolysis to actively transport substrates across cell membranes (13, 14). CFTR is an ATP-gated ion channel for which ATP hydrolysis controls ligand occupancy, not permeation per se (15, 16). Despite this thermodynamic distinction CFTR shares substantial sequence homology with other ABC transporters especially in the NBDs
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to a lesser extent in the intracellular cytosolic loops (ICLs) that couple the NBDs to the TMs that form the translocation pathway. This homology is greatest for the ABC exporter subclass for which crystal structures of bacterial exporters in the presence and absence of nucleotide are available (e.g. the Sav1866 and MsbA homodimeric exporters; 14, 17, 18). Inspection of these different structures reveals a plausible alternating access mechanism in which an exporter shifts between inward-facing and outward-facing conformations to mediate substrate binding and release, respectively. ATP binding and consequent NBD dimerization have been argued to promote this shift between inward and outward-facing conformations with subsequent ATP hydrolysis reversing the process (14, 17, 18). ATP binding and NBD dimerization may promote similar conformational changes in the CFTR channel with the distinction that one of these conformations must be open to both sides of the membrane to permit anion diffusion (19). Given the aforementioned homology between CFTR and the bacterial exporters, structural models of the open and closed states have been produced using inward-facing (MsbA) and outward-facing (Sav1866) crystal structures as templates, respectively (20–24). Certain aspects of these models have been verified experimentally; notably, the orientation of the predicted NBD dimer interface and the nature of the coupling helices that link the NBDs to the cytosolic extensions of the TMs (10, 20). Thus, the available homology models appear to be good starting points for understanding CFTR structure and function although many other features of these models remain to be tested experimentally.

A major structural feature of the outward-facing structures of the homodimeric bacterial exporters is a tetrahelix bundle along the symmetry axis that appears to link ATP-induced NBD dimerization to conformational changes in the TMs (17, 18, 25, 26). This helix bundle is created by the close apposition of the cytosolic extensions of TMs 3 and 4 across the subunit interface and extends cytosolically to where the ICLs bind to the NBDs via coupling helices. Salt bridges between E208 in ICL2 of one subunit and K212 in the other subunit stabilize the tetrahelix bundle in the outward-facing conformation of the MsbA bacterial exporter (18, 25, 26). These salt bridges appear to be functionally relevant: mutating E208 reportedly inhibited the switch between the inward- and outward-facing conformations of the MsbA exporter without affecting ATP binding (26). The available CFTR open state models exhibit an analogous tetrahelix bundle that is predicted to involve interactions between TMs 3 and 4 and their cytosolic extensions (e.g. ICL2) in the first half of the CFTR polypeptide with TMs 9 and 10 and their cytosolic extensions (e.g. ICL4) in the second half (depicted in Fig. 1). In addition, a possible salt bridge between E267 in ICL2 and K1060 in ICL4 that is located at the base of the putative bundle interface near the NBD coupling helices is a feature of at least two of these models (21, 23). The importance of the predicted tetrahelix bundle and the putative E267-K1060 interaction in particular for CFTR gating is not clear. There is a brief report that mutating E267 or K1060 inhibited macroscopic CFTR-mediated currents in transfected HEK-293 cells without apparently reducing CFTR protein expression but the mechanism for this effect was not explored (27). To explore the importance of the predicted E267-K1060 interaction and more generally the tetrahelix bundle in CFTR gating we perturbed the electrostatic interactions between these positions under a variety of conditions. Our results support an important role of the tetrahelix bundle and the E267-K1060 interaction specifically in promoting ATP-dependent channel opening as well as in facilitating spontaneous (unliganded) channel openings that occur in the absence of ATP binding or NBD dimerization. Electrostatically perturbing the bundle interface also markedly reduced the PKA sensitivity of CFTR channel activation, a result we interpret as evidence of strong allosteric coupling between R domain phosphorylation and bundle formation.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell Culture, DNA Constructs, and Transfections—**HEK 293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and transiently transfected with wild type (WT) or mutant CFTR CDNA as described previously (12, 28). All point mutations and deletion mutations were generated using appropriate mutagenic oligonucleotides, verified by DNA sequencing and subcloned into the pCDNA3 mammalian expression vector (Invitrogen). Cells were transfected as described previously (12, 28) and grown for 24–72 h at 37 °C in DMEM plus 10% FBS without antibiotics prior to experimentation.

**Electrophysiology and Data Analysis—**Macroscopic and unitary currents were recorded in the excised, inside-out configuration using previously described patch clamp techniques (12, 28). Patch pipettes were pulled from Corning 8161 glass to a tip resistance of 1.5–2.0 MΩ for macroscopic recordings and 10–12 MΩ for unitary current recordings. Pipette and bath solutions were identical and contained in mM: 140 N-methyl-d-glucamine, 3 MgCl₂, 1 EGTA, and 10 TES [2-[2-hydroxy-1,1-bis(hydroxymethyl) ethyl] amino] ethanesulfonic acid], adjusted to pH 7.3 with HCl. Stock solutions of ATP and AMP-PNP were prepared in water and adjusted to neutral pH with NaOH. Patch clamp experiments were performed at 21–23 °C. Macroscopic currents were recorded using a ramp protocol (± 80 mV) with a 10 s time period. Patches were held at ±60 mV for unitary current recordings. Macroscopic currents were analog filtered at 20 Hz. Unitary current signals were analog filtered at 110 Hz and then digitally filtered at 50 Hz with Clampfit 9.2 software (Axon Instruments). The product of the number of channels in each patch (N) and the single channel open probability (Pₒ) for that patch (NPₒ) was estimated using Clampfit 9.2 for records containing fewer than 8 simultaneous openings obtained prior to the addition of potentiators (see Fig. 3 for example records). Channel activity after potentiator addition was too great to resolve unitary currents. In this case NPₒ was estimated using the equation I = i × NPₒ, where I is the mean steady-state macroscopic current measured after addition of potentiator, and i is the unitary current at the holding potential of ±60 mV (0.45 pA). Pₒ values estimated before potentiator addition were normalized to the maximal Pₒ after addition of potentiator assuming that channel number (N) was constant for each excised patch. Mean burst durations (MBDs, in seconds) were estimated for multichannel records using the cycle time method described by Mathews et al. (29) where T is the
length of the channel record (in seconds): MBD = [(NP₀)T]/(number of openings)]. This method can be used to roughly estimate MBDS for multichannel patches with the assumption that there exists only one population of openings (29).

Molecular Dynamics Simulations—A previously published open CFTR model based on the empirical structure of outward-facing Sav1866 was used in the construction of the simulation system (21). The CFTR model originally contained two molecules of ADP in the NBD binding pockets, which were substituted with Mg-ATP via RMSD-based superimposition. The modified CFTR model was inserted into a 180 Å pre-equilibrated patch of POPC bilayer that was generated by the Membrane Builder plugin in VMD 1.9.1 using the CHARMM36 forcefield topologies (30, 31). Surface tryptophan residues were the principal guide for depth placement. After insertion, all overlapping lipid molecules within 2.4 Å of protein were removed and the system was minimized in the absence of solvent for 15,000 steps. The entire system was explicitly solvated with TIP3 water using the VMD Solvate plugin, and surface ions were subsequently neutralized with 0.15 M/liter of NaCl. The resultant system was minimized 15,000 steps and then heated from 0 to 310°K over an additional 15,000 steps. All molecular dynamics and time-independent minimization were performed in NAMD 2.9 using the NPT ensemble and CHARMM36 force fields on the Cheaha supercomputing cluster at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (31). The simulations employed Particle Mesh Ewald long-range electrostatics, Berendsen pressure control, and temperature coupling at 310 K under periodic boundary conditions. Long-range cutoffs were set at 12 Å using a switching function starting from 10 Å. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds were set at 12 Å using a switching function from 10 Å. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms were made rigid. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms were made rigid. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms were made rigid. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms were made rigid. The integrator utilized a 2 femtosecond time step and bonds between hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms were made rigid.

RESULTS

Predicted Electrostatic Interaction between E267 and K1060 at the Presumed Tetrahelix Bundle Interface—Fig. 1A shows the tetrahelix bundle in the outward-facing MsBA crystal structure on the left and the predicted tetrahelix bundle in the CFTR outward-facing (open state) model from Mornon et al. (21) on the right. The coupling helices that are expected to link ICLs 2 and 4 to the NBDs in the CFTR model and the analogous NBD coupling helices in the MsBA structure are indicated in orange. The E208-K212 salt bridge at the base of the bundle interface in the MsBA outward-facing structure is illustrated in yellow (left). Also shown in yellow are residues E267 in ICL2 and K1060 in ICL4 in the CFTR open state model, which similarly locate to the base of the predicted helix bundle near the NBD coupling helices (right). The distance between E267 and K1060 is less than 5 Å in the CFTR open state model, as can be seen in the bottom up view in Fig. 1B (left), and is similar to the distance between these residues in a more recent CFTR open state model reported by Dalton et al. (23). Note that E267 and K1060 are far apart (> 20 Å) in the inward-facing (closed state) model of Mornon et al. (21) that lacks the tetrahelix bundle, which is a unique feature of the outer-facing conformations of the bacte-rial exporters (17, 18). To explore further the possibility of an electrostatic interaction between E267 and K1060 in the CFTR open conformation we performed an atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the open state model under physiologic conditions (inserted into POPC bilayer, 150 mM NaCl, 310°K). The distance between E267 and K1060 fluctuated during the 60 ns simulation but on average shortened in comparison to the CFTR open state model to distances that were sufficient for salt bridge formation (Fig. 1, B and C).

Charge-reversal Mutations at Positions 267 and 1060—Strongly Inhibit CFTR Channel Opening—To assess the importance of E267 and K1060 in channel function we tested the effects of a series of charge-reversal and neutral substitutions at these positions on macroscopic CFTR activity in excised inside-out membrane patches (Fig. 2). Fig. 2A shows a typical macroscopic current record for an excised patch containing many wild type (WT) CFTR channels (>1000) that were activated by normally saturating concentrations of MgATP and PKA. Inhibiting the PKA in the bath by adding protein kinase A inhibitory peptide (PKI) resulted in a partial deactivation of the macroscopic current due presumably to the activity of membrane associate phosphatases in the membrane patch (12, 28). Subsequent addition of compounds that were previously shown to potentiate wild type and mutant CFTR activity (NPPB-AM and curcumin, Ref. 28) only modestly increased the current as expected given that WT-CFTR is already very active under these conditions (single channel open probability, or P₀ of about 0.3–0.4 (12)). The WT-CFTR current was abolished by bath addition of a CFTR channel inhibitor (CFTR(inh)–172) as shown previously (12, 33).

In sharp contrast to this behavior of the WT-CFTR channel, mutants with charge-reversal substitutions at position 267 or 1060 exhibited markedly reduced control currents at normally saturating ATP and PKA and correspondingly much greater stimulation by NPPB-AM, curcumin or VX-770, an FDA-approved CFTR potentiator (34, 35) (Fig. 2, B–D). Fig. 2E shows mean data for a series of uncharged and charged substitutions at these positions where we normalized the currents measured before and after PKI addition to the maximal currents measured following potentiator stimulation. The charge-reversal mutations (E267R and K1060E) at these positions clearly had the most dramatic effects on CFTR activity (the E267K mutation also markedly inhibited CFTR activity; see Fig. 5). However, many of the neutral substitutions also reduced the normalized control currents measured after PKI addition because these mutations tended to be more strongly inhibited by PKI than was WT-CFTR. The greater responses of these mutants to PKI addition implies that they have altered coupling between channel gating and PKA phosphorylation, which we address more specifically in later experiments (e.g. Fig. 9). Fig. 2F is a scatter plot of the relative activation by potentiator addition for the same series of mutants. Consistent with the mean current data in Fig. 2E, the charge-reversal substitutions exhibited the biggest potentiator responses because they had the lowest currents before and after PKI addition. However, most of the neutral substitutions also exhibited greater potentiator activation compared with WT-CFTR which is consistent with their generally lower currents after PKI addition.
Fig. 3 provides indirect but persuasive evidence that the E267R and K1060E charge-reversal mutations reduced channel activity primarily by reducing the rate of channel opening rather than by shortening the open channel bursts or decreasing the single channel conductance. Shown in Fig. 3, A and B are unitary current recordings of the E267R and K1060E mutants at
a single holding potential in membrane patches excised using
small tip pipettes. Unitary currents could be resolved before but
not after addition of the potentiators, which robustly activated
these mutants as in the macropatch experiments (mean data
shown in Fig. 3C). The unitary currents for each mutant before
potentiator addition were approximately the same amplitude as
exhibited by WT-CFTR at this holding potential (see legend),
indicating that these mutations did not obviously affect single

**Figure 3**

- **A** shows the control and PKI effects on WT and PKI mutants.
- **B** illustrates the effect of PKI on E267R and PKI mutants.
- **C** demonstrates the effect of PKI on E267R and PKI mutants.
- **D** shows the effect of PKI on K1006E and PKI mutants.
- **E** depicts the percentage of maximal current for various mutants.
- **F** illustrates the fold increase by potentiator for various mutants.
channel conductance. In addition, the lengths of the open channel bursts exhibited by each mutant prior to potentiator addition were approximately the same as exhibited by WT-CFTR under these conditions (0.1 to 1 s; see mean burst duration data in the figure legend and compare with Refs. 29, 36). These micropatch results indicate that the E267R and K1060E charge-reversal mutants have exceptionally low P_0 s under control and PKI-treated conditions (10–50-fold lower than WT-CFTR) primarily because they have very low channel opening rates, not abnormally brief open channel bursts.

Thiol Modification and Charge Swap Results Support an Activity-dependent E267K–K1060 Electrostatic Interaction that Promotes CFTR Opening—As another test of the importance of the E267K–K1060 electrostatic interaction in channel gating we used a positively charged thiol modifier (MTSET) to acutely introduce positive charges on substituted cysteines at these two locations. We chose this reagent because in our hands MTSET has negligible effects on WT-CFTR currents under the conditions of these experiments unlike several other reagents we tested such as the negatively charged MTSCE (see WT-CFTR control data in Fig. 4C). As we showed in Fig. 2 the single E267C and K1060C mutations reduced CFTR channel activity especially after PKI addition but not to the extent of the charge-reversal substitutions. Subsequent exposure of E267C-CFTR to MTSET rapidly and markedly inhibited the post-PKI current which was reversed by bath addition of DTT (Fig. 4A).

Conversely, the same positively charged reagent modestly increased the current mediated by K1060C-CFTR; an effect that also was reversed by DTT (Fig. 4B; mean data in Fig. 4C).

If E267 and K1060 electrostatically interact at the interface of a helix bundle that is created during channel opening then the accessibility of these positions to thiol modification should be activity-dependent. To test this idea we exposed E267C-CFTR channels to the poorly hydrolyzable AMP-PNP in the continued presence of ATP prior to MTSET addition (Fig. 4D). Under these conditions AMP-PNP stimulates WT-CFTR currents by lengthening the open channel bursts because the NBD dimer is stabilized when AMP-PNP is bound to one of the two nucleotide binding sites (36–38). E267C-CFTR channels also were strongly activated by AMP-PNP but remained sensitive to subsequent treatment with MTSET followed by DTT (Fig. 4D). However, the kinetics of MTSET inhibition were markedly slower than without AMP-PNP pre-treatment (t_inactivation > 4 min versus < 10 s; compare with Fig. 4A). The slow time course of MTSET inactivation of AMP-PNP-treated channels is similar to the slow time course of current deactivation following AMP-PNP washout observed for WT-CFTR (36–38). These findings support the idea that the accessibility of E267C to thiol modification is reduced in the open channel conformation(s) as would be expected if this position is buried in a helix bundle upon channel opening.

If a salt bridge between E267 and K1060 at the bundle interface is functionally important for channel opening then swapping the charges between these two positions might reverse the gating defects exhibited by the single charge reversal substitutions. Fig. 5, A–C confirm this prediction for an E267K/K1060E double mutant. This charge swap mutant behaved much like WT-CFTR both in terms of the large magnitudes of its normalized control currents (Fig. 5, A and B) and its relatively small stimulation by potentiators (Fig. 5, A and C). Taken together the results of our charge swap and thiol modification experiments support an electrostatic interaction between E267 and K1060 that promotes CFTR channel activity.

Combining E267 and K1060 Charge-reversal Mutations with a Gain of Function (GOF) Mutation Reveals the Importance of the Tetrahelix Bundle in Mediating Channel Opening in the Absence of ATP Binding or NBD Dimerization—Previously we reported a class of GOF mutation in ICL3 near the base of TM9 that increases both ATP-dependent and ATP-independent channel activity (e.g. K978C (12)). These GOF mutations also increase the ATP-free channel activity of a truncation construct that lacks NBD2 and therefore is incapable of dimerizing its NBDs (Δ1198-CFTR (12)). Here we combined one of these GOF mutations with the E267R and K1060E mutations to test: (i) if a GOF mutation could rescue the ATP-dependent channel activities of the E267C and K1060 charge-reversal mutants and (ii) if bundle formation and the predicted electrostatic interaction also facilitate channel opening in the absence of ATP binding or NBD dimerization.

Regarding the first issue, Fig. 6A shows that introducing the K978C substitution into the E267R mutant substantially restored ATP-dependent channel activity (compare with Fig. 2B). The E267R/K978C double mutant exhibited normalized control currents and potentiator responses in macropatch experiments that were similar to wild type levels (see legend for mean data). This rescue of the ATP-dependent activity of the E267 charge-reversal mutant is perhaps not surprising given that the K978C substitution reduces the free energy difference...
between the open and closed states both in the presence and absence of ATP (12).

Regarding the second issue, Fig. 6, B–E show that the E267R and K1060E mutations reduced the ATP-free activity of the K978C GOF mutant. This GOF mutant normally exhibits substantial ATP-independent currents in macropatch experiments following the addition of an ATP scavenger (hexokinase/glucose) and extensive bath perfusion with an ATP-free solution (example record in Fig. 6B; mean data in Fig. 6E). Each of the E267 and K1060 charge-reversal mutations strongly reduced these normalized ATP-free currents, which is consistent with the idea that the predicted electrostatic interaction and bundle formation also facilitate unliganded channel opening.

The latter interpretation is further supported by the results in Fig. 7, which show that the E267R mutation also reduced the ATP-free channel activity of K978C/Δ1198-CFTR, a truncation mutant lacking NBD2 but possessing the indicated GOF mutation. This construct normally exhibits substantial ATP-independent currents that are further but modestly stimulated by bath addition of a potentiator (Ref. 12 and Fig. 7A). Introducing the E267R mutation into this construct substantially reduced the basal ATP-independent currents and correspondingly increased the relative stimulation by potentiators (Fig. 7, B, D, and E). Conversely introducing a charge swap double mutation (E267K/K1060E) had no apparent effect on the basal currents and potentiator responses of this truncation construct (Fig. 7, C–E). In sum, the results of Figs. 6 and 7 support the view that the E267-K1060 interaction and tetrahelix bundle formation also promote CFTR channel opening in the absence of ATP binding or NBD dimerization.

Combining a Catalytic Mutation with the E267R Mutation Rescues ATP-dependent Activity but Also Provides a Clue that R Domain Conformational Changes May Be Coupled to Bundle Formation—We next combined one of the charge-reversal mutations (E267R) with an NBD2 mutation (E1371S) that inhibits ATP hydrolysis at site 2 (Fig. 8). The E1371S mutation stabilizes the NBD dimer in the presence of ATP and greatly prolongs the open channel bursts (39, 40). Our interest was to determine if the E267R mutation inhibited the activity of the E1371S catalytic mutant and/or destabilized the NBD dimer in the absence of ATP hydrolysis. Instead, however, the E267R/E1371S-CFTR double mutant behaved similarly to the E1371S-CFTR single mutant with respect to: (i) high control currents in the presence of normally saturating ATP and PKA; (ii) negligible responses to potentiators presumably because the currents were already maximal under control conditions; and (iii) very slow deactivation upon ATP removal (τ_{deactivation} > 5 min), indicative of a very tight NBD dimer (Fig. 8A; compare with FIGURE 3. Unitary current recordings indicate that the E267R and K1060E mutations do not obviously affect single channel conductance or open channel burst duration. A and B, micropatch recordings of E267R-CFTR and K1060E-CFTR channels obtained using smaller tip pipettes in which individual channel openings and closings and unitary currents were detectable before potentiator addition. Holding potential, +60 mV. Activation conditions and reagent concentrations were the same as for Fig. 2. The magnitudes of the unitary currents at this holding potential were not different from those for WT-CFTR as follows: WT, 0.427 ± 0.003 pA (mean ± S.E.) measured for 206 openings in 2 patches; E267R, 0.419 ± 0.005 pA for 119 openings in 3 patches; K1060E, 0.431 ± 0.004 pA for 166 openings in 3 patches. The durations of channel openings (i.e. open channel bursts) before potentiator addition ranged from 0.1 to 1 s, which is also similar to that reported for WT-CFTR (29, 36). The mean open channel burst durations calculated by cycle time analysis (see "Experimental Procedures") were 0.7 ± 0.1 and 0.6 ± 0.1 s for E267R-CFTR (n = 6 patches) and for K1060E-CFTR (n = 4), respectively. These values are not substantially different from those reported for WT-CFTR under similar activation conditions (29, 36). C, mean percent maximal P_{o} (± S.E.) for the indicated charge-reversal mutants before and after PKI addition. Numbers of experiments are indicated in parentheses. The P_{o}s are normalized to the maximal P_{o} estimated after potentiator addition as described under "Experimental Procedures."
E1371S-CFTR data in Refs. 39, 40). We interpret these results to indicate that the E267R mutation has negligible effects on channel activity once a tight NBD dimer has been formed by ATP binding sans hydrolysis.

One interesting difference between the single and double E1371S mutants emerged when we assayed these constructs in the absence of bath PKA (Fig. 8, B–D). There are anecdotal reports in the literature that E1371 mutants exhibit significant channel activity in the absence of PKA stimulation (41, 42). Indeed, we observed macroscopic currents for E1371S-CFTR channels in the absence of bath PKA that averaged more than 10% of the maximal currents measured after potentiator addition (Fig. 8, C and D). WT-CFTR-mediated currents are undetectable in the absence of bath PKA under these conditions (e.g. ref. 12). Combining the E267R charge-reversal mutation with the E1371S mutation virtually abolished these PKA-independent currents (Fig. 8, B and D). This finding provides a clue that R domain conformation and bundle formation may be strongly coupled, which we follow up below.

E267R and K1060E Charge-reversal Mutations Strongly Reduce the PKA Sensitivity of Channel Gating—Fig. 9 shows that the E267R and K1060E mutations markedly impacted the PKA sensitivity of channel activation. In PKA titration experiments we observed that the activation of each charge reversal mutant required much more PKA than wild type CFTR (example records in Fig. 9, A–C; mean data in Fig. 9, E and F). The currents mediated by these mutants were not maximally active even at PKA levels that are more than 5-fold higher than required to maximally stimulate WT-CFTR. Importantly, normal PKA sensitivity was restored by introducing charge swap mutations across the putative interface (E267K/K1060E; Fig. 9, D–F). These findings indicate that PKA sensitivity is strongly coupled to tetrahelix bundle formation; more specifically, to the predicted electrostatic interaction between residues E267 and K1060 at the interface of this putative bundle. This altered PKA sensitivity occurred despite the fact that there are no consensus PKA phosphorylation sites near either of these residues in ICL2 or ICL4. The data in Figs. 8 and 9 support the emerging view that the R domain is an allosteric modulator of CFTR gating whose structure and phosphorylation state are allosterically coupled to the open channel conformation (12, 16).

DISCUSSION

The results of this study support significant roles of residues E267 and K1060 and, more generally, the predicted tetrahelix bundle in CFTR channel opening. These residues map to the interface of a tetrahelix bundle near the NBD coupling helices in homology models of the CFTR open conformation that are based on the crystal structures of bacterial exporters in their nucleotide-bound conformations. Tetrahelix bundle formation...
in the homodimeric MsbA exporter reportedly couples nucleotide binding at the NBDs to conformational changes in the transmembrane domains (TMDs) to mediate substrate export (26). Bundle formation in this bacterial exporter involves salt bridges at positions E208 and K212 in ICL2 that approximately correspond to the locations of E267 (ICL2) and K1060 (ICL4) in CFTR (18, 26). A mutation that disrupts these salt bridges inhibited the switch between the inward-facing and outward-facing conformations of MsbA without affecting ATP binding (26). Our data are consistent with a possibly analogous electrostatic interaction between E267 and K1060 that facilitates CFTR channel opening in the presence and absence of ATP binding. The locations of these residues at the base of the putative helix bundle near the NBD coupling helices makes them well positioned to help transmit the signals generated by ATP-induced NBD dimerization to the TMDs for CFTR channel opening. Our results also indicate strong coupling between this electrostatic interaction across the bundle interface and the PKA sensitivity of channel activation. The latter observation speaks to the mechanism(s) by which the unique R domain controls CFTR gating.

An Activity-dependent Electrostatic Interaction Across the Putative Bundle Interface that Promotes CFTR Opening—Our electrophysiologic data provide good evidence for an electrostatic interaction, possibly a salt-bridge, between E267 and K1060 that is important for channel gating. We observed very strong inhibition of CFTR activity at the macroscopic and single channel level by charge-reversal mutations at each position. This inhibition was not observed for a double mutant for which the charges were swapped between the two sites. Neutral substitutions at each position had detectable but much lesser effects on channel activity. The substantially lesser effect of an uncharged substitution is expected because of the nonlinear relationship between the single channel PO (a measure of the open-closed equilibrium constant) and the free energy difference between states (which would be increased 2-fold more by a charge-reversal mutation in the simplest case of disrupting a single salt bridge). The results of our thiol modification experiments also support an electrostatic interaction between E267 and K1060. A positively charged MTS reagent had the predicted opposite effects on channel activity for mutants with a cysteine at one or the other of these two positions. In addition, the rate of inhibition of the E267C mutant by this reagent was slowed markedly by AMP-PNP, a poorly hydrolysable ATP analog that prolongs open channel bursts and stabilizes the NBD dimer. This apparent activity dependence of the accessibility of the 267 position to modification is consistent with existing CFTR homology models and our MD simulation results which predict that E267 is buried at the bundle interface in the open channel conformation.

Our data are generally consistent with two previous reports of the impact of mutating E267 and K1060 on CFTR activity. Seibert et al. (43) provided the first evidence that the K1060 position is relevant to CFTR gating in their single channel analysis of a mutation (K1060T) that reportedly associates with mild disease (*i.e.* CBAVD). They observed a ∼2-fold lower single channel Po for this K1060 mutant relative to wild type CFTR in excised membrane patches under conditions that approximate our control conditions (normally saturating ATP...
This moderate degree of inhibition by the uncharged K1060T substitution is consistent with our findings. In a brief report Billet et al. (27) observed that E267 and K1060 mutations reduced macroscopic (whole cell) CFTR currents in HEK-293 cells without obviously affecting protein maturation. These authors observed greater inhibition by a charge-reversal mutation than by a neutral substitution at the E267 position (E267R versus E267A), as we showed here in our more detailed mechanistic study. On the other hand, Billet et al. (27) reported that a neutral mutation at the K1060 position (A) reduced whole cell CFTR currents to about the same degree as a charge-reversal mutation (E). The apparent lack of charge-dependence for the single K1060 mutants differs from the results of our excised patch experiments. This difference may be attributable to the fact that a whole cell current measurement is a less direct readout of CFTR channel activity. Interestingly, Billet et al. (27) did report that a double mutant in which the charges were swapped between these sites (E267R/K1060E) behaved like wild type CFTR in their assay, which is consistent with an electrostatic interaction between these residues that impacts CFTR activity.

In sum, the present findings and these previous reports are in general agreement that E267 and K1060 play an important role in controlling CFTR channel activity that likely involves at least in part an electrostatic interaction between these residues.

Disrupting the E267-K1060 Interaction Primarily Impacts Channel Opening, not Burst Duration or NBD Dimer Stability—The charge-reversal mutations at these two positions dramatically decreased the macroscopic currents and apparent single
channel $P_{o,s}$ in excised membrane patches without obviously affecting the durations of open channel bursts. Thus, these mutations primarily decrease the rates at which channels open rather than increase the rates at which their open bursts are terminated. This implies that the E267-K1060 interaction and by extension, formation of the tetrahelix bundle, controls entry into the open, or activated state, rather than the stability of that state. The lack of effect on the stability of the activated state is consistent with the virtually complete rescue of the ATP-dependent activity of the E267R bundle mutant that we observed when we combined this mutation with the E1371S catalytic mutation. $E$, mean fold increase in current following potentiator addition for the indicated constructs. Error bar ($S.E.$) for the charge-swap construct is too small to be seen. ***, $p<0.01$ compared with K978C/D1198 by unpaired $t$ test. $N$ is indicated in parentheses.

FIGURE 7. The charge-reversal bundle mutations also inhibit the activities of channels that lack NBD2. A, control macroscopic record showing the substantial control current and correspondingly modest stimulation by potentiator addition for the previously described K978C/D1198 truncation mutant lacking NBD2. Activation conditions and reagent concentrations were the same as for Fig. 2. As reported earlier (12), the channel activity of this construct is ATP-independent and is attributable to the presence of the K978C GOF mutation. $B$, macroscopic record showing relatively smaller control current and stronger activation by potentiator addition for a corresponding truncation construct harboring the E267R mutation. $C$, macroscopic record showing larger control current and a correspondingly smaller potentiator effect for a truncation construct with the charges swapped between residues 267 and 1060. $D$, mean relative control currents ($\pm S.E.$) for the indicated constructs before and after PKI addition. Currents were normalized to the maximal currents measured after potentiator addition as for Fig. 2. $E$, mean fold increase in current following potentiator addition for the indicated constructs. Error bar ($S.E.$) for the charge-swap construct is too small to be seen. ***, $p<0.01$ compared with K978C/D1198 by unpaired $t$ test. $N$ is indicated in parentheses.
tion between inactive and active conformations in response to ATP binding and NBD dimerization.

The E267-K1060 Interaction Also Promotes CFTR Channel Opening in the Absence of ATP Binding or NBD Dimerization—Combining a previously reported GOF mutation (K978C) with the E267R or K1060E bundle mutations revealed that the latter mutations also inhibit ATP-free channel activity both in the presence and absence of NBD2 (i.e. for the Δ1198-CFTR truncation construct). The K978C substitution did restore nearly normal ATP-dependent activity of the E267R mutant as evidenced by high control currents in the presence of ATP and PKA and small relative activation by potentiators. The rescue of ATP-dependent gating is consistent with the previously reported effect of this GOF mutation to decrease the free energy difference between the closed and open states in the presence and absence of ATP (12). Apparently the favorable effect of the K978C mutation on the energetics of channel opening is sufficient to overcome the negative impact of the bundle mutation on gating when ATP binding and NBD dimerization can occur. Conversely, each of the E267R and K1060E mutations substantially reduced the fractional ATP-independent currents exhibited by the full-length K978C-CFTR construct and also reduced the control currents and increased the relative stimulation by potentiators for the NBD2-deletion construct bearing the GOF mutation (K978C/Δ1198-CFTR). These findings indicate that bundle formation and, more specifically, the interaction between E267 and K1060 also facilitate channel opening in the absence of ATP binding and/or NBD dimerization. Thus, channel opening appears to be conformationally coupled to the E267-K1060 interaction at the putative bundle interface independently of the nucleotide occupancies of the NBDs. This interpretation also is consistent with the MsbA results of Doshi et al. (26) who, as noted above, reported that disrupting bundle formation inhibited the switch between inward-facing and outward-facing conformations but not nucleotide binding to this bacterial exporter. According to this view, GOF mutations such as K978C enhance the channel activity of the Δ1198-CFTR construct lacking NBD2 by allosterically promoting the E267-K1060 interaction at the bundle interface.

Bundle Formation and PKA Sensitivity Appear To Be Strongly Coupled: Implications for the Role of the R Domain in Channel Gating—Phosphorylation of the large and unique R domain is normally required for CFTR channel activity. The unphosphorylated R domain inhibits channel opening by several reported mechanisms including disrupting NBD dimerization (10) and restricting the motions or flexibilities of the ICLs and TMs (11, 12). The latter mechanism is supported by our earlier observation that PKA phosphorylation of the R domain markedly increases the channel activity of the NBD2 deletion construct, K978C/Δ1198-CFTR (12). The E267R and K1060E mutations in ICL2 and ICL4 both strongly reduced the PKA sensitivity of channel activation in two ways. First, in PKA titration experiments the single charge-reversal mutants required much more

FIGURE 8. Interplay between the E267R mutation and a site 2 catalytic mutation, E1371S. A, macroscopic record showing that the E267R/E1371S double mutant exhibited large control currents, very small stimulation by potentiators and very slow deactivation upon ATP removal. Inset shows single exponential fit of deactivation time course following ATP removal with a time constant of greater than 5 min. These characteristics are similar to those previously reported for the single E1371S catalytic mutant (39, 40). B and C, macroscopic records showing that the E267R substitution reduced the baseline current prior to addition of PKA (units/ml) that can be detected for the E1371S-CFTR construct. D, mean (± S.E.) baseline current measured prior to PKA addition for the indicated constructs. Baseline currents were normalized to the maximal currents measured after PKA (25 U/ml) and potentiator addition. *, p < 0.05 by unpaired t test. N is indicated in parentheses.
PKA to achieve partial activation relative to wild type CFTR whereas the charge-swapped double mutant exhibited a nearly normal PKA sensitivity. Second, the currents mediated by the E267 and K1060 mutants including most of the neutral substitutions were more sensitive to the effect of adding PKA inhibitory peptide (PKI) to the bath, which partially reduces CFTR currents in excised HEK patches presumably because membrane associated phosphatases partially dephosphorylate CFTR channels in these patches. We interpret these differences to indicate either that the E267 and K1060 mutants are phosphorylated to a lesser degree than WT-CFTR channels in HEK patches before as well as after PKI addition or that these mutants require a greater degree of phosphorylation to achieve their already low activities. The former interpretation seems likely given that wild type CFTR channels are maximally active at a PKA concentration (200 units/ml) that only partially activated the single E267R and K1060E mutants. Importantly, neither ICL2 nor ICL4 has a PKA phosphorylation site in the vicinity of E267 or K1060. Thus, the large effects of these mutations on PKA sensitivity reflect either strong allosteric coupling between R domain phosphorylation and the E267-K1060 interaction at the bundle interface or a physical interaction between the R domain and these ICLs that is regulated by phosphorylation of the R domain. The former explanation is simpler in our view and is supported by other data, as discussed below. Either of these mechanisms to decrease PKA sensitivity could explain in part the large inhibition of channel opening rate by the charge-reversal mutations given that PKA phosphorylation reportedly enhances NBD dimerization (10) and NBD dimerization promotes channel opening (3).

The concept of allosteric coupling between R domain phosphorylation and the structural events that underlie channel opening (e.g. formation of the predicted tetrahelix bundle) is consistent with other findings. For example, we previously

![FIGURE 9. Charge-reversal mutations at the bundle interface strongly reduce the PKA sensitivity of CFTR activation. A–C, macroscopic current records showing that the E267R and K1060E mutants required more PKA than WT-CFTR to achieve only partial activation. Conditions other than the PKA doses were identical to Fig. 2. D, macroscopic record showing that the charge swap mutant exhibited a PKA sensitivity that was similar to that of WT-CFTR. E and F, PKA titration curves averaged over multiple experiments where the activation was normalized to the maximal currents measured after potentiator addition (panel E) or to the currents measured at the highest PKA dose tested (panel F). Symbols are means ± S.E. Ns are 5, 5, 4, and 5 for WT (black symbols), E267R (red), K1060E (blue), and E267K/K1060E (green), respectively.](image)
observed that the K978C GOF mutation in ICL3 near the base of TM9 increased the PKA sensitivity of channel activation even though this residue is nowhere near a PKA phosphorylation site in the polypeptide sequence (12). In addition, the increased basal activities of E1371-NBD2 catalytic mutants in the absence of added PKA that was mentioned in earlier studies (41, 42) and also observed here (Fig. 8) is consistent with an allosteric link between the channel open state and R domain conformation. These results and the present data support the view that the R domain is an allosteric modulator of CFTR gating whose structure and phosphorylation state (i.e. the accessibilities of its PKA sites to phosphorylation and dephosphorylation) are conformationally coupled to the channel open state. This view explains how, irrespective of their locations in the CFTR polypeptide, GOF or LOF mutations that bias the equilibrium toward or away from the open state can respectively increase or decrease the PKA sensitivity of channel activation (see also Ref. 16). Similar arguments have been proposed to explain the regulation of other ion channels and signaling proteins by phosphorylation (44, 45). In sum, the large effects of the E267 and K1060 mutations on the PKA sensitivity of channel activation imply strong coupling between the E267-K1060 electrostatic interaction at the predicted bundle interface and R domain phosphorylation. Such coupling can be explained most simply by viewing the R domain as an intrinsic allosteric modulator of channel gating whose structure and phosphorylation state are allosterically linked to the channel open conformation.
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